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>>
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>>

Destruction

>>

Secure Disposal

>>
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>>
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>>

Document and Data Storage

>>

Document Scanning
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From Small Beginnings...
Shredall SDS Group was established in 1997

We have successfully traded with over 8,000

Complimenting these services the Shredall

pioneering on-site shredding across the UK.

clients nationwide, disposing of confidential

Group, through SDS, provide a variety of

Today we are the UK’s largest, independent,

data; including paper, uniforms, I.T

archive services, including, document

privately owned companies within the

equipment, hard drives and other

storage, media back-up, vault storage and

market sector.

magnetic media.

document scanning.

growing and we now operate a nationwide

own staff to concentrate on their key job roles

...We Just Grew...
Shredall is a well established, thriving, family
run business, powered by Lloyd Williams and

service from depots in Nottingham, Glasgow

so your business can perform more

and London, allowing us to cover the whole

efficiently. Valuable office space is opened

of the UK.

up, reducing space, freeing limitations on

his team. Shredall SDS Group offer a
complete loop of services and continue to

city centre rents for the growth of your

It’s all about you...

business.

lead the market using innovative solutions,
standards of control and incorporating the
very best advancements in shredding and
record storage technology. We really are a
one stop supplier for ‘Total Information
Management’.

Our services can be tailor made to suit your
data needs, reducing costs, whilst ensuring
your business adheres to the Data Protection

Compliance
We are proud to meet the highest standards

Act. Our years of experience and expertise

of compliance for our industry. Our excellent

have enabled our clients to put their trust

history with applicable enforcement

in us. We are still happily servicing the

agencies such as the HSE or ICO shows

We have built a confidential waste

same customers we started trading with 21

that there have been no compliance

destruction company with an enviable

years ago.

incidents to date, and we work tirelessly to
keep it that way.

reputation. Shredall are keen to provide a
comprehensive first class service and a
solution for all your confidential data or ‘a
one stop shop.’ The company is continuously

By outsourcing your records management to
a professional service provider you are
buying in to a partnership which will offer you
essential business services. This will allow your

Multiple Award Winning Company with the Highest of Standards

ISO 27001

ISO 9001

ISO 14001

OHSAS 18001

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Quality
Management

Environmental
Management

Health & Safety
Management

Information Security
Management

Confidential Document Shredding
The Information Commissioner’s Office has issued New Data Protection laws and failure to
comply can lead to significant penalties of up to £500,000 for serious breaches. With
identity theft rife in the UK and Europe, it is paramount that businesses select the right
contractors and do not neglect to dispose of their Confidential Waste securely.

Are you looking to:
>> Outsource

your company's paper

shredding and digital/electronic

Shredall offers on-site and off-site secure

Furthermore our credentials and

paper shredding services, providing a choice

accreditations highlight our commitment to

of sacks and bins to facilitate the confidential

quality, sustainability and the environment.

waste destruction process.

media disposal?
>> Have

your shredding done

off-site or on-site?
>> Have

your shredding done on a

scheduled basis?
>> Have

your own consoles or bins?

>> Recycle

If you require secure digital/electronic media
Scheduled and ad hoc services are

disposal services (discs, CCTV tapes,

available, in keeping with Shredall’s

microfiche, hard drives and other electronic

commitment to the environment, 100% of

media), this can be easily arranged.

shredded paper is transported to UK mills for
recycling. Our customers span a wide variety

Shredall will identify an Account Manager for

of private and public sector organisations.

all contracts, they are supported by a
management team dedicated to ensure
client satisfaction.

100% of paper waste?

On-site Shredding
Shredall’s on-site shredding machines have a shredding
output of 3000kgs per hour for witnessed shredding
at your premises.
On completion of the on-site service Shredall

The 18 tonne MDX and MDS mobile

The destruction process can be witnessed by

shredding machines are the most up to date

you and will be carried out by a specially

will issue a certificate of destruction showing

on-site shredding machines in Europe.

trained Shredall operative.

the weight and details of the confidential

Collections can be made on an ad hoc or

Our shredding machines are fast, efficient,

compacted into the rear compartment of

scheduled basis. Shredall's custom built

and calibrated to shred approximately

the vehicle, locked and transported to our

mobile shredding vehicles visit your site, at a

3000kgs of paper per hour on high security

depot where it is baled and recycled.

predetermined time, and perform on-site

SEAP and MOD approved lorries.

waste shredded. The waste is then

shredding of your confidential waste.

High Security Shredding
Shredall can double shred documents in the

support the increasing customer database

service, to help organisations or departments

security of your own premises with our high

and assist with the confidential waste

meet the highest levels of security. We are

security shredding vehicles, our machines

shredding we provide for our clients.

able to disintegrate material to your
required size; our high security shredding

reduce particles to no larger than 4mm,
guaranteeing there is no possibility of

Certified to Level 3, our efficient service

service is the only way to protect you or your

reconstruction. Our MDX-1 fleet of shredding

meets government, Ministry of Defence, DIN

company’s data.

lorries are the most secure vehicles in the

and European standards. Shredall also offer

world. The top-level security vehicle is to

a unique mobile or off-site granulation

Off-site Shredding
All paper is shredded at Shredall premises by

Shredall can shred up to 5000kgs per hour

Shredall’s operative’s porter the waste to the

a newly installed static shredding machine.

and all confidential waste is shredded within

vehicle where it is securely locked.

The cross cut shredder has doubled

48 hours, in accordance with BS EN 15713. A

Shredall’s daily shredding capability from

certificate of destruction is always provided.

After transportation to our depot the waste is

Collections for our off-site shredding service

BS EN 15713. Operations at our depot can

environmentally friendly and extremely

can be made on an ad hoc or scheduled

be viewed via our webcam.

cost effective.

basis. Our locked tracked vehicles will visit

shredded and baled, in compliance with the

22 - 48 tonnes, with capabilities of shredding
120 tonnes per day, making it more

your site at a predetermined time to collect
your confidential waste.

* All customers are welcome to visit our site
any time without prior appointment.

On-Site and Off-site Compliance
Shredall's code of ethics is in compliance with the
European Standard BS EN 15713 Secure Destruction of
Confidential Material, the standard specified by the BSIA
(British Security Industry Association).

Our Mission Statement

‘The aim is, and always will be to
store or destroy your confidential
waste securely. With identity
theft rife in the UK and Europe,
it is paramount that businesses
select the right contractors and
do not neglect the security
aspect of looking after
confidential data.’

This includes security levels, vetting of

For off-site shredding all data is shredded

personnel (to BS 7858) contracts with

within 2 working days and a certificate of

customers and recycling. All services

destruction is produced with your invoice.

provided have fully auditable waste streams
and conforming to the Environmental

There is always a fully auditable trail. The

Agency and Government Legislation

Shredall site is covered by 24-hour

including the Data Protection Act 1998.

surveillance cameras and a webcam
service for those customers who wish to take

All paper is cross cut shred to an

a closer look at Shredall operations.

unidentifiable end product. EN15713
specifies particle size and security

* A Destruction Certificate, should be held

arrangements that all BSIA members

on file for 6 years and is the minimum

adhere to.

requirement for customers disposing of
confidential waste.

If you opt for on-site shredding all
confidential data is destroyed at your
premises, a certificate of destruction is
issued, witnessed and signed by our driver
and our customers.

www.shredall.co.uk

Shredall Services
Scheduled Services

Ad Hoc Services

National Contracts

On-site and off-site predetermined

If an ad hoc service is required, we are in

Shredall and SDS operate

scheduled services can be provided.

most areas of the UK on a regular basis.

throughout the UK. We are

Shredall will service a small independent

proud of our ability to

Predetermined schedules to suit all, ensuring

business, alongside national multi site

provide Nationwide Services,

you don't have to call us when you have

companies. You do not need to have a

a requirement.

predetermined schedule if you do not

will speak to a dedicated Account Manager.

Our customers can take advantage of Daily,
Weekly, Fortnightly or Four Weekly scheduled
services. Our Operations Team will give you a
report detailing collection dates for a whole
year. This option minimises administration
tasks and calls you have to make.

From our nationwide branches
we look forward to servicing
your Confidential Data
Destruction, Storage and
Scanning needs.

knowing that our customers

require one. Shredall can collect all forms of

We don't operate from a call centre. There is

confidential waste including archive boxes,

always a friendly, recognisable person at the

sacks or pallets. For large ‘clear outs’ we will

end of the phone.

provide as many lockable bins as you
require, free of charge.

Unlike some larger organisations, we are able
to build good, strong relationships with all of

No job is too large or too small. Whether you

our customers; we can react quickly and

are a multinational corporation or a small

efficiently to urgent requests. We are the UK's

home-based enterprise, we will provide the

largest independently owned company in

same prompt reliable and quality service.

our sector, enabling us to provide National
Contracts at very competitive rates.

Shredall Software
Shredall’s software enables bins and cabinets to be scanned and barcoded to specific
departments or to multiple sites. By using handheld scanning devices, we are able to
provide a full audit trail of confidential waste from the moment it leaves a building until
the final invoice.
Management Information is provided producing recycling figures and container usage

optimising Shredall’s service levels.

Shredall Security
All staff are security screened, inclusive of

All our warehouses are stand alone facilities.

All visitors are accompanied on-site and all

DBS check and to the standard laid out in

An intruder alarm system with Red Care

contractors are subject to the contractor

BS7858. Before a candidate is employed,

signalling are installed across all sites. These

management system. It is therefore the case

proof of identity is required. The candidate

are backed up by internal and external CCTV

that our sites are as secure as possible

has a 5 year career history check and

and webcam.

against theft, burglary, vandalism, terrorism

Fire detection systems are in place across all

security breaches to date. All staff are

and other criminal acts. There have been no

references are also obtained.
The security of your documents and data is

sites. We worked in conjunction with a Fire

security vetted to BS7858 (inclusive of DBS

of paramount importance to Shredall and

Safety Consultant and our insurer. Local

check) and 3 year refreshers.

SDS. Our confidential data and document

suppliers were chosen for installations.

storage facilities are protected to ensure
optimum site security.

Red Care signalling links fire alarms to local
fire stations. There have been no instances of
fire or burglary to date.

>>

Lockable Consoles

>>

Bins

>>

Sacks

Shredall offers a variety of lockable bins, security consoles and sacks for the safe storage of confidential waste
prior to shredding. Wooden security consoles can also be ordered to match your office furniture. Shredall will
provide you with security consoles, bins and/or sacks to store your confidential waste.
Lockable Consoles

Beech Console

Grey Console

Maple Console

White Console

Material: Wooden

Material: Wooden/Metal

Material: Wooden

Material: Wooden

Height: 850mm

Height: 890mm

Height: 850mm

Height: 850mm

Width: 555mm

Width: 380mm

Width: 555mm

Width: 540mm

Length: 400mm

Length: 490mm

Length: 400mm

Length: 390mm

Colour: Beech

Colour: Grey

Colour: Maple

Colour: White

Lockable: Yes

Lockable: Yes

Lockable: Yes

Lockable: Yes

Paper Slot: Yes

Paper Slot: Yes

Paper Slot: Yes

Paper Slot: Yes

120Ltr Wheelie Bin

240Ltr Wheelie Bin

660Ltr Wheelie Bin

1100Ltr Wheelie Bin

Lockable Bins

Material: Plastic

Material: Plastic

Material: Plastic

Material: Plastic

Height: 960mm

Height: 1050mm

Height: 1200mm

Height: 1400mm

Width: 480mm

Width: 590mm

Width: 1230mm

Width: 1200mm

Length: 540mm

Length: 720mm

Length: 770mm

Length: 1070mm

Colour: Blue

Colour: Blue

Colour: Blue

Colour: Blue

Lockable: Yes

Lockable: Yes

Lockable: Yes

Lockable: Yes

Paper Slot: Yes

Paper Slot: Yes

Paper Slot: Yes

Paper Slot: Yes

Shredall provide confidential waste
destruction for the following:

Confidential Sacks

>> Confidential
>> Office

Waste Paper

>> IT

Paper

>> Computer

>> Uniforms

Hard Drives

and Media Destruction

>> Print

Waste

>> Videos

>> X-rays

>> Tapes

>> Plastic
>> Product

Polypropylene Sack

Paper Sack

>> Discs

Material: Polypropylene

Material: Paper

>> Credit/Cash

Capacity: 25kg

Capacity: 25kg

Cards

Computer Recycling - WEEE Destruction
(Waste Electrical and Electronics Equipment)
>>

Certificate of Destruction issued for all I.T. equipment collected and destroyed.

>>

Hard drives, memory products, monitors, towers, printers and laptops destroyed.

>>

All destroyed/shredded material recycled where possible.

>>

Barcoded validation reports available on request.

Many companies have a back room and

As well as meeting the security needs of the

are failing to securely dispose of their old IT

customer, Shredall helps the customer meet

equipment, making them vulnerable to data

their environmental and ethical needs by

exposure. Hard drives containing employee,

ensuring that their equipment is recycled

customer, banking and product information

wherever possible.

may not be cleansed and reformatted
correctly such that sensitive data may still be

The Process

recovered. In the wrong hands, the
consequences are unthinkable and data

Contact Shredall and we will collect your

breaches occur.

redundant equipment and provide

In direct response to our customer needs,

i.e. a Hazardous Waste Consignment Note.

appropriate Duty of Care documentation,
Shredall offers a secure collection, shredding
and recycling service.

Shredall gives a barcoded auditable trail of
destruction in compliance with NAID AAA.

Shredall does not endorse the
selling on of IT Equipment (or
parts) for reuse or
refurbishment by third parties.
Shredding is, in our opinion,
the most robust method of
digital data destruction and
therefore protection available
to our customers.

Digital Destruction
If your company stores personal or financial

If you do not have a secure system with an

Whatever your line of business the growing

data on a PC hard drive, server or back-up

auditable trail in place, you could be

threat of identity fraud means it is now more

tapes, you run the risk of the information

breaching Data Protection laws.

important than ever to ensure you have a

falling into the wrong hands should you

secure method of disposal for hard drives

decide to upgrade your computers or clear

and other electronic information.

out unwanted tapes and hard drives.

Hard Drive Degaussing
A degausser is a piece of equipment which

>> Shredall

pass the media (video, audio,

>> In

all cases degaussing will render hard

uses an electro-magnet to erase data from

computer, broadcast or data security),

magnetic media such as audio and video

through a powerful magnetic field, which

cost of a replacement hard drive cannot

tape, computer storage tapes and

rearranges the metallic particles thus

be compared to the cost of sensitive

removing the original data.

data falling in to the wrong hands. The

computer hard drives. To degauss media is
the only solution that guarantees 100% of
data is erased from hard drives and other
magnetic media.

>> Only

a degausser can 100% erase

confidential data and guarantee it
cannot be recovered.

drives and other media unusable. The

result of which will lead to non
compliance of the data protection act
which may result in heavy fines for
those responsible.

Even if a hard drive is not working, data could
still be recovered from it. Degaussing
completely removes this possibility.

Data Destruction and
Hard Drive Shredding
Shredall’s hard drive destruction and disposal is the best way to ensure your data destruction
and data disposal processes are secure. Hard drive destruction is the only secure way to
permanently destroy decommissioned hard discs, servers and photocopiers. Using cutting
edge data destruction technology, Shredall destroy the data product, causing it to be totally
inoperable. This makes it completely impossible to reconstruct and recover the data.

Hard Drive Disposal
Once destroyed the hard drives are sent to
Shredall’s UK WEEE approved partner for
recycling. Ferrous and non-ferrous metals are
removed first before copper rich materials,
printed circuit boards and plastics are taken
away. These materials are then recycled.
Shredall are:
>> Cost

Effective: We offer competitive prices

for hard drive destruction and hard drive
disposal services.

>> Convenient:

We can undertake your hard

drive data destruction on-site or off-site
depending on your requirements.
>> Compliant:

Our hard drive destruction

services ensure that your data destruction
and data disposal is compliant with data

>> Auditable

Record: Using our barcoded

technology, a fully auditable tracking of
barcodes and parts destroyed
are recorded.
>> Environmentally

Responsible: Our hard

drive recycling partner holds all required

protection legislation. We issue a

permits for recycling e-waste and is

Certificate of Destruction to provide you

WEEE compliant.

with an audit trail.

Paper recycling has
been around as long as
paper itself. Shredall
have always recognised
the environmental and
economic benefits of
recycling shredded
documents.

Recycling
Shredall is proud of its 100% paper recycling
rate. Paper is baled at our premises and
recycled in to tissue-related products.
Shredall collects the paper needed for recycling, shredding it either
on-site or off-site. The collected paper is sorted, graded and then
wrapped in tight bales and transported to a paper mill.

Your recycled paper can be made into a wide range
of everyday tissue related products.
By simply recycling your paper we can:
>> Reduce

the consumption of rainforest.

>> Reduce

energy consumption.

>> Reduce

the amount of paper waste going to landfill.

>> Reduce

the emission of gasses like methane into the

atmosphere.
>> Minimise

carbon footprint.

Did you know?
Recycling 1 ton of paper saves:
>> 17

mature trees.

>> 7

thousand gallons of water.

>> 3

cubic yards of landfill space.

>> 2

barrels of oil.

>> 4,100

kilowatt-hours of electricity - enough energy to power the average home

for 6 months!

SDS Records
Management
Shredall SDS Group offer a complete loop of services and continue to lead the
market using innovative solutions, standards of control and incorporating the very
best advancements in shredding and record storage technology.

>> There

Shredall’s sister company, SDS,
offers total data management
solutions to a wide variety of
customers within the public and
private sector. The business offers a
records management service.

vault, which is dedicated to storing:

These services include:

The business is growing so rapidly that it

Document Storage
SDS offers safe and secure document
storage for all business records in state of the

Media Vault Services
SDS operates a highly secure media storage

>> Back-up

tapes.

>> Discs.

>> Hard

Drives.

>> Deeds

and Probates.

recently expanded 60,000 sq. ft. of secure
underground document and data facilities.

SDS Software
Our software helps our clients manage their
virtual and hardcopy archive and we are the

recognise every customer is different and are

only company in the United Kingdom to use

happy to create a tailor made secure

world renowned, cutting edge technology;

>> Document

ensuring our customers a high quality bar
coded tracking service.

Retrieval and Refile - UK wide

Document Collection and Delivery.
Storage Boxes - Indexing

and Barcode Tracking for all Confidential
Documents.

year refreshers.
>> SDS

has climate and flood control in

place and we have updated fire detection
Safety Consultant.
>> SDS

prides itself in being able to offer

onestop solutions specifically tailored to its

art archive and vault facilities, currently we

>> Document

BS7858, inclusive of DBS checks with 3

systems working in conjunction with a Fire

hold over 5 million items in storage. We

document storage solution to suit you.

have been no security breaches to

date. All staff are security vetted to

Peace of Mind
SDS is a standalone facility. It is not a shared
location. An intruder alarm system with Red
Care signalling, linked to a local police
station, is installed across the SDS site and is
backed up by CCTV and a webcam. All
visitors are accompanied on-site and all
contractors are subject to the SDS contractor

customers needs and we are confident
that it would be able to manage
your contract to the highest
professional standard.

Our Mission Statement

‘To provide secure confidential
storage, collection and the
complete destruction of all types
of media whilst maintaining cost
effective partnering and pricing
structures that adhere to
Environmental Rules and
Industry Standards.’

management system. It is therefore the case
that the SDS Record Centre is secure as far is
possible against theft, burglary, vandalism,
terrorism and other criminal acts.

www.sds-storage.co.uk

Document Scanning
and Digitising
Secure Document Scanning - SDS are the Document Scanning specialists who
provide electronic archiving solutions for public and private organisations. SDS’s
document scanning bureau boasts the latest in document scanning equipment,
producing for our customers, high quality document images.

Why SDS?
>> Bulk

scanning of archived documents.

>> Same-day

scanning of new documents as

part of your workflow.
>> Scan

on demand of hard copy

documents in storage - If you require a file

SDS Scanner Technology
and Features

restricted online system, where you can
retrieve your digital file.
>> OCR

text recognition – Our software

can extract data from paper records
automatically and is able to
read barcodes.
>> Indexing

Service – We are able to record

up to 25 searchable fields of data.
>> Online

hosting – Access digital information

from anywhere in the world or take
advantage of our off-line hard
drive storage.
>> Best

practices for document security,

access, and compliance.
>> Manage

interlinked retentions for hard

copy and scanned images.

Scan to e-mail, scan to online network server,

SDS use high volume production scanners,

scan to USB drive, scan to client (SMB or FTP),

enabling our images to be significantly clear

scan to mailbox, scan to secure FTP.

and more enhanced. Our vetted staff focus
on quality; taking pride in producing good
quality images.

urgently, SDS will email a link to your desk
top, this will take you to our security

Supported Scan Destinations

>> Input

Speed – Ability to scan up to 180

images per minute.
>> Output

Formats – Colour, Black & White,

and Greyscale – Single sided or two sided.
>> Resolution
>> Paper

– 7 types of image resolution.

Size – A3, A4, A5, A6, B4 and B5.

Document Scanning Quality
We can provide electronic solutions for most
types of paperwork.
Here are a few examples:
>> General

Office Documents.

>> Invoices.
>> Purchase

Orders.

>> Company

Accounts.

>> Statements.

Unique SDS Scanning Features
>> Optical

Character Recognition (OCR) as

standard
>> Bates

Stamping
Image Enhancement

Questionnaires.

& Address Reply Slips.

>> Cheques.
>> Receipts.

punch removal

>> Staple

Detection

>> Barcode
>> File

Files.

>> Surveys/
>> Name

>> Professional
>> Hole

>> Client

recognition

size compression

We have provided electronic archiving
solutions for many types of industries
including; Healthcare, Legal, Finance
Companies, Councils, Housing Associations
and Education.

>> Reduce

ongoing storage costs

and release office space for more
profitable use.

www.sds-scanning.co.uk

Shredall SDS Nottingham

Shredall SDS Scotland

Joy House

Larkhall Industrial Estate

Bestwood Business Park

Larkhall

Park Road

South Lanarkshire

Bestwood Village

Scotland, ML9 2PA

Nottingham NG6 8TQ

T: 01698 907 013

T: 0115 896 0860
Shredall SDS Birmingham
Shredall SDS London

Eleven Brindley Place

88 Wood Street

2 Brunswick Square

10th - 11th Floor

Birmingham

London, EC2V 7RS

West Midlands, B1 2LP

T: 0207 225 2555

T: 0121 227 5788

Nationwide Service:
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03333 555 100
www.shredall.co.uk

info@shredall.co.uk

www.sds-storage.co.uk

info@sds-stoarge.co.uk

www.sds-scanning.co.uk

info@sds-scanning.co.uk

